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Resume

L'objet de cette etude est de proposer une nouvelle methode de decomposition de domaine
pour modeliser recoupment et le transport de solute a travers une formation sedimentaire
tres peu permeable traversee par une faille pouvant jouer un role hydraulique.
Les equations d'ecoulement et de transport sont discretisees par des elements finis mixtes
hybrides a deux dimensions. La faille est traitee comme une interface entre deux domaines a
cause de l'ouverture tres faible devant les autres dimensions de la faille et du domaine
d'etude. Ce modele est obtenu via une analyse asymptotique du type de celle adoptee pour
modeliser les phenomenes de transmission a travers des couches minces de conductivity
elevee. A travers les deux domaines, pression et concentration sont continues comme pour
une methode classique de decomposition de domaine. Par contre, I'originalite de la methode
resulte dans le traitement des flux d'eau et de solute qui sont discontinus entre les deux
domaines, ce qui revient a calculer des flux dans la fracture. Pour cela, le systeme discretise
de trois equations d'ecoulement et de transport est reformule en un probleme a I'interface.

Les exemples numeriques sont academiques et sont uniquement presentes a titre illustratif.
Celui traitant du transport rend compte de la capacite de la methode a approcher un front de
concentration dans la fracture alors que la formation n'est pas envahie, et a suivre
I'homogeneisation progressive du panache dans la formation.

L'interet de cette approche est de simplifier considerablement le travail de maillage aux
abords des discontinuites (pas de raffinement), de permettre de faire des bilans de matieres
dans la faille et de simuler la cinematique des echanges entre la formation et la structure
hydrogeologique. Le choix de techniques de preconditionnement adaptees a une condition
de transmission non locale reste un probleme ouvert pour pouvoir traiter efficacement des
geometries et des cinetiques complexes.
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Modeling Fractures as Interfaces for Flow and Transport
in Porous Media

Clarisse Alboin, Jerome Jaffre, Jean E. Roberts, and Christophe Serres

1. Introduction

We are concerned with flow and transport in a fractured porous medium at a
scale where the fractures can be modelled individually. The fractures themselves are
porous media with large permeability in comparison with that in the surrounding
rock. For a general description of fracture modeling we refer to [1] and for examples
of numerical experiments with fractures see for instance [5, 6, 8]. Contrarily to
many studies in which the contrast in permeabilities is of such an order that the
flow outside of the fracture is neglected, the purpose of this work is to consider
the case where the exchange between the fractures and the surrounding rock is
significant. Then it is necessary to take into account this interaction because it has
a profound effect on the flow and the transport of a solute.

The main idea for this work is to treat fractures as interfaces. Then it will not
be necessary to use mesh refinements around the fractures, which is an important
drawback of most models. Treating fractures as interfaces leads to nonoverlapping
domain decomposition methods, using the natural domain decomposition suggested
by the fracture network.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the model, and
in Section 3, we show that the corresponding problem has a unique solution. In
Section 4, we reduce the approximate problem to a problem with unknowns on
the interface. Numerical results are given in Section 5 for the simple case of a
domain divided into two subdomains by one fracture. In Section 6 we extend the
formulation to the case of intersecting fractures and in Section 7 to that of a solute
transport.

2. The flow model

Let n, be a domain in K™, n = 2 or 3, with boundary F, divided into two
subdomains £li,i = 1,2 by a fracture 7 as in Figure 1. 7 is a surface of dimension
n - 1. We denote by Fj = dCl n dCli the part of the boundary of the subdomains
which coincides with that of the whole domain. Also n* denotes the unit outside
normal to Fj, n that to 7 pointing toward O2, and n7 that to d'y.
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The domain fi represents a porous medium. The fracture itself is supposed to
be a porous medium with high permeability K1 compared to that in the subdomains
Ki. Its thickness d is supposed to be small with respect to the size of the domain
O, so it is represented actually by an interface of dimension Rn~1.

n

FIGURE 1. The domain 0 with the fracture 7 as an interface

In the subdomains fij as well as in the fracture 7 the flow is assumed to be
incompressible and to satisfy Darcy's law. We denote by pi, Uj,p7, u7 the pressures
and the Darcy velocities in the subdomains and in the fracture. Then the flow can
be modelled by the following system of equations, in the subdomains,

divj

(1)

and in the fracture

Pi
Pi

= Qi

- Pdi
= Pi

on ili,
on Oi,
onTj,
on 7, i = l ,2 ,

(2)
div7 u 7 g7 + • n - u 2 • n )

u7 = -
Pi - Pa

on 7,
on 7,
on 37

where the divergence and gradient operator along the fracture are defined as

• nl • n and V7r = V?— Vr • n.div7v = divv —V(v'

The first equations of (1),(2) represent volume conservation in the subdomains and
in the fracture (volume conservation is equivalent to mass conservation since we
assumed the incompressibility of the flow). qi,i — 1,2 and g7 are given source
terms in the subdomains and in the fracture. One should notice that in the first
equation of (2) an extra source term ui • n — U2 • n appears in the righthand side.
This source term represents the contribution of the subdomain flows to the fracture
flow.

The second equations of (1),(2) are Darcy's laws for the subdomains and the
fracture. Note that u7 gives the flow rate through the cross section of the fracture,
which is the reason for the presence of the width d of the fracture in the righthand
side of the second equation of (2).

The third equations are Dirichlet boundary conditions on dft and on d"f. Of
course we could also replace the Dirichlet conditions by Neumann conditions (given
flow rate through the boundary) on part of these boundaries.
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Finally the fourth equation of (1) represents continuity of the pressure across
the fracture 7. This continuity condition is physically valid when the permeability
in the fracture is much larger than that in the subdomains.

3. Existence and uniqueness of a solution

To obtain a weak formulation of equations (1),(2), we introduce the Hilbert
spaces

W = {u = (m.uj .n , ) E I2(fti)n x I2(fl2)» x ^ ( T ) " " 1 :
divuj € L2(Cli),i = 1,2, div7u7 - (ux • n - u2 • n) € L2(j)}

and their norms
2

Hlw = H (IMIiU + lldiv Uillo.n,) + Kllo.7 + l|div7u7 - (Ul • n - u2 • n)||gi7

We also need the bilinear forms

a : W x W -> E and /? : W x M

defined by
2

a(u, v) = Y] [ Krlin • v*
£? Ja,

/3(u, r) = ^ / div u< r» + / (div7u7 - (m • n - u2 • n))

and the linear form L : M -> M

Assuming that the Dirichlet data are null, pdi = jc»d7 = 0, i = 1,2, the mixed
formulation of equations (1),(2)) is

Find u 6 W, p e M such that
(3) a(u,v)-j8(v,p) = 0 VveW

^(u, r) = L{r) Vr e M.

Theorem 1. Assume that 0 < Kmin < Ki,K7 < Kmax. Then problem (3) has
a unique solution.

Proof: Let us introduce the subspace W = {v G W : @(v,r) = 0 Vr € M}. To
show existence and uniqueness of the solution of (3), it is sufficient to show that
a is W-elliptic and that /3 satisfies the inf-sup condition (see [7, 2]), that is there
exist constants Ca and Cp such that

inf ^ > Ca, inf sup „ . f t y j . > CP.
v6W ||vllw W iFllAf ||V||w
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2

To check that a is W-elliptic, we notice that ||u||fp = Y^IIUJHO^; + ||u7||o,7

for u g W, so
2

a(u, U) = J2 [ KillXi • U* + f (dK^)Uf • U

t = l JQ< •>-<

To see that ft satisfies the inf-sup condition, given r £ M, using the adjoint
equation we construct a v 6 W such that /3(v, r) = ||r||^ and |)v||w < C||r||M>
where C is the constant of elliptic regularity for the adjoint problem.

For r = (ri ,r2 )r7) 6 M, let (¥?i,</?2,</>7) e H2{Q,i) x if2(O2) x #2(7) be the
solution of

—Atp = f on Q.
93 = 0 on T,

where r € L2(Q) is given by rj^. = n and

= r7 on 7
^7 = 0 on ^7-

Pose Vj = -V(p|noi = 1,2, and v7 = -V7<p7 and note that divvj = n e
),z = 1,2, div7 v7 = r7 S i2(7) and vi-n—v2-n = 0. Thus v = (vi, v2, v7) €

W and it is easy to check that v has the desired properties.

4. Formulation of the interface problem

In this section we formulate our problem as an interface problem where the
unknowns are defined on the interface between subdomains. Such a formulation
is useful for defining a domain decomposition method with nonover lapping subdo-
mains. Our formulation is an extension to the case with fractures of the formulation
given in [4] for a standard elliptic equation. To approximate the problem we too
use mixed finite element methods [7, 2].

Introduce a quasi regular triangulation Th (of triangles and/or rectangles) of
fi compatible with the decomposition of fl into the subdomains Qi, i = 1,2. Note
that in this case a triangulation is induced on the interface 7. We let Mh =
M/,,1 x Mh,2 x Mk,y and W^ = W^i x W/j,2 x W/ii7 be finite dimensional subspaces
of L2(fii) x L2(fi'2) x L2(7) and JI(div; fli) x #(div ;n2) x #(div7;7) respectively,
such that the pair (Mh,i, W/^) is a Raviart-Thomas space of order k for flj, i = 1,2,
subordinate to the triangulation 7~h,i determined by Th, and the pair (M/J I7, W/J I 7)
is a Raviart-Thomas space of order k for 7 associated with the triangulation 7h,7 on
7 induced by Th- Denote by TMh,% and TM/J I 7 the subspaces of traces of functions
of Mh,ti and Mft,7 where the boundary data pdi and pd7 lie.
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Introduce the bilinear forms

ai(u,v) = / Ki^u-v, u.veWfc.j,

Pi(v,r) = / divvr, v G Whti, r G M f t ) i ,

•C-7»(^v) = I r v - n , r € M f t i 7 , v G W M i = 1,2,

a7(u,v) = \{dKy)-
lu-v, u,veW f c > 7 >

7
/?7(v,r) = / div7vr, v € Wft)7, r € Mh,7.

•'7

For gj e Mh,i,Pdi € TMhii,q^ G Mh,y,Pdf 6 TMh^, we define the linear forms

r G M M ,

-ni, v G Wfe.j,

f= / 97r> r S Mh,y,
f

P d 7 n 7 , v G >7

Then we may write the approximate weak formulation of equations (1),(2):

u, G Wft,i, pj G Mhti, u7 G Wh,7, p7 G Mft>7,

ai(uj, v) - /3i(v,pi) = (-l)*I,7i(p7; v) + Lri(PdJ,u) Vv G
,4 . ft(u»,r) = Lai(qi\r) Vr £

a7(u7 ,v)-/?7(v,p7) = La7(pd7;v) Vve

/?7(u7.r) = ^7(97; r) +
L7l(r,ui) - L72(r,u2) Vr G Mfti7.

Following [4, 3] we split Ui,pj,u7,p7 into two parts

Ui = u?+ i4 , Pi=p?+pJ, u7 = u7 + u^, py=p°1+pl/

so equations (4) can be rewritten as

u? G W M , p? G MAli> u° G Wfe>7) p° G Mfcl7,

a<(u?,v)-A(v,p?) = (-l)*L7i(pP;v) Vv G W M ,
( 5 ) /?i(u?,r) = 0 VrGMM ,

a7(u7!v)-/37(v,p°) = 0 V v £ W M ,
/?7(u7,r) = L7 l(r,u?)-£7 2(r,u0) +

L7i(r,uJ) - Ly2(r, ul) Vr G MA,7.

"i e WAli> pj G Mft]i,

(6) a i K . v J - ^ v . p J ) = ( - l J ^ i ^ . v J + LriCpdijv) Vv 6 WM ,
Pi(ul,r) = Lai{qi-r) VreMM )
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u7 e
(7) a7(u7 ,v)- /?7(v,p7) = La7(pd7;v) Vv € Wft,7,

£7(u7,r) = LCT7(g7;r) Vr S Mft,7.

We remark that equations (6),(7) can be solved separately in the subdomains and
in the fracture, starting with that in the fracture (7), and that these equations can
be solved prior to equations (5) where uf ,pj, u 7 ,p 7 can then be considered as data
calculated beforehand. .

We denote by (u?(s7),j3°(s7), (u7(s7),p7(s7)) the solution of (5) for a given
p7 = s7 in the righthand side of the first equation, and we define, for i = 1,2, the
following bilinear form on M^y.

Using the symmetry of the forms cti, the first two equations (5), and the de-
composition of Ui into u° and uj we have,

Prom the last two equations (5) we obtain

where the bilinear form <57(.,.) is defined as

57(s7,r7) =< ByA^B^ sy,r^ >, s7,r7 £ Mhn

with A7 and B7 being the linear mappings respectively associated to the bilinear
forms a7(.,.) and /?7(.,.).

Combining the last two equations we obtain our interface problem:

P° € Mfe>7
2 2

( 8 ) ^

The left hand side of the above equation determines a symmetric, positive definite
form on Mftl7. Thus there exists a unique solution p7 € M/j)7 to which we need
to add p7 given by equations (7). We remark that in the absense of a fracture,
i.e. when the flux is continuous across the interface 7, uj • n = 112 • n, the second
term in the right hand side of (8) vanishes (p7 is of course in this case equal to 0)
and we obtain the standard interface problem given in [4, 3] for the case of two
subdomains.
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5. First numerical results

To illustrate the model we consider an ideal dimensionless problem. The domain
is an horizontal rectangular slice of porous medium, of dimensions 2 x 1 , with a
given pressure on the left and right boundaries and no flow conditions on the top
and bottom boundaries. In the domain the permeability is equal to one. The
domain is divided into two equally large sub-domains by a linear fracture parallel
to the X2 axis. The permeability in the fracture x the width of the fracture is equal
to 2. For example the fracture could be of width 0.1 and could have a permeability
equal to 20. Flow in the fracture is driven by a pressure drop of 10 between the
two extremities of the fracture for the first example and a pressure drop of 5 for
the second example.

Two cases are considered. A symmetric case where pressures on the left and
on the right boundaries of the domain are equal. So the flow is driven only by the
fracture and is symmetric. In the other case there is a pressure drop from the right
boundary to the left boundary. Then the flow is a combination of the flow in the
fracture and that going from left to right in the rest of the porous medium.

Numerical results are shown on Figure 2. Arrows represent the flow field with
length proportional to the magnitude of the velocity. The gray scale represents also
the magnitude of the velocity with the lightest color corresponding to the largest
velocity. We see that there is actual flow interaction between the fracture and the
rest of the porous medium. In particular one can observe that some fluid is coming
out of the fracture and then is coming back into it. In the nonsymmetric case we
notice also that even though most of the flow is attracted into the fracture, there
is still some flow on the left part of the domain pointing toward the left.

-- - v -

FIGURE 2. Calculated Darcy's velocity for a symmetric and a non-
symmetric flow pattern

6. Intersecting fractures

We now extend the previous formulation to the case of intersecting fractures as
in Figure 3. We denote by jij the fracture separating the subdomains Oj and Hj,
and by aryt the intersection of the fractures jij, jjk&nd jtk-

Equations in the subdomains and in the fractures are as in equations (1),(2).
However we need to add extra equations on aijk, one is conservation of mass, the
other being continuity of the pressure:

,j + u7jfc + Ujik = 0,
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FIGURE 3. Intersecting fractures

These equations are reasonable physically, continuity of pressure being justified
when the permeabilities in the fractures are higher than in the subdomains.

We present two academic numerical examples demonstrating flow interaction
between the subdomains and the intersecting fractures. A rectangular domain is
divided into four subdomains by four fractures intersecting at the center of the
rectangle. The domain has the same size as in Section 5 and its boundary supports
the same boundary conditions: north and south boundaries are closed, except for
the vertical fracture for which a pressure drop of 1 is imposed from the bottom
end to the top end. In the subdomains K% = l,i = 1,.. . ,4 while in the fractures
dKn = 2. Results are shown in Figure 4. The left picture corresponds to the case
where a pressure drop of 1 is imposed from right to left, while the right picture
corresponds to the case where a pressure drop of 10 is imposed from right to left.
Notice that in this case, due to this higher pressure drop, the direction of the flow
in the lower vertical fracture is opposite to that corresponding to a lower pressure
drop.

FIGURE 4. Calculated Darcy's velocity for intersecting fractures

7. The transport model

We now consider a solute which is transported by diffusion and by a flow
calculated as in the previous section. We denote by , c7, <py the concentrations
and the transport velocities of the solute in the subdomains and in the fracture.
Then the solute transport can be modelled by the following set of equations, in the
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subdomains,

(9)

= Qc,i on
<fi = -DiV Ci + UiCi onfij ,

Ci = C7
Ci(x, 0) = Co,

o n l j ,

on 7,
on Qj, i = 1,2,

and in the fracture

(10)

n • <P2 • on 7,

77 c7 + u7 c7 on 7,
c7 = Cd7 on ^7,

c7(a;,0) = cO7 on 7,
The first equations of (9),(10) represent volume conservation in the subdomains
and in the fracture. qCi,i = 1,2 and qcl are given source terms in the subdomains
and in the fracture, and </>i,i = 1,2,07 the porosity in the subdomains and in the
fracture. In the righthand side of the first equation of (10) the extra source term
<Pi • n - <p2 • n represents the contribution of the subdomain to the solute transport
in the fracture.

The second equations of (9),(10) say that the solute is transported by diffusion
and convection. Di,i — 1,2,I?7 are diffusion coefficients in the subdomains and
in the fracture and the Darcy velocities xii,i = 1,2, u7 are solution of equations

The third equations of (9),(10) are Dirichlet boundary conditions on dQ and
on dj, and the fifth equation of (9) and the fourth equation of (10) are initial
conditions with Cdi,CQi,i = 1,2,Crf7,co7 being given concentrations. Finally the
fourth equation (9) represents continuity of the concentration across the fracture
7-

We illustrate this model by a calculation for a situation represented in Figure 5.
A contaminant repository, located in a rock with low permeability, is leaking. The

\ Aquifer',

Fracture- 1 Domain of
KjS calculation

Contan

Rock with
low permeability

inants

FIGURE 5. A contaminant storage crossed by a fracture

repository is crossed by a fracture and transported mostly upward. The rock is
covered by an aquifer and the contaminant is assumed to be moved away instantly
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at the top boundary of the domain of calculation so the boundary condition there
is a vanishing concentration. The actual physical parameters are given in Table 1.
The diffusion coefficient is of the form

D = dml + caPi(u) + aT{I -

where dm is the molecular diffusion and a^, OLT are the longitudinal and transversal
coefficients, / being the identity matrix in ffin, and fz,(u) being the projection onto
the direction of the velocity u.

Parameters
Hydraulic conductivity (man~*)
Transversal dispersion (m)
Longitudinal dispersion (m)
Molecular diffusion (m2 an~l)
Porosity
Subdomains dimensions (m)
Fracture width (m)

Subdomains
3.1510-8

1
0.1

10~5

0.05
10 x 10

-

Fracture

io-7

-
10

3.1510~4

0.1
-
1

TABLE 1. Physical parameters for experience shown in Fig. 5

Boundary conditions are as follows. For velocity we assume that there is no
horizontal flow on the lateral sides of the domain while a presure drop constant
in time is given between the top and bottom boundaries. At the top the pressure
is constant in space while at the bottom it is increasing slightly from the fracture
toward the lateral sides. For concentration, it is given, constant, at the top and
bottom boundaries, vanishing at the top. On the lateral sides we assume that there
is no exchange with the outside.

The calculated velocity is shown in Figure 6 and the calculated concentration at
different times is shown in Figure 7. In Figure 6 the grey shades represent pressure
values while in Figure 7 they represent concentration values.

I . I I M 1 I I I !
?. . - • • ' - • - . : ' .

I. I. I I I: I I I II

I I I I I I 1 I I I

I 1 I I I I I I I I

I I I I I I ! I I I

I I I I I I I I I I

1 I I I 1 I I I I

I I I I. I I I I I I

i i i i i i i i i t

i i i i i t i i i i

i i i i i i i i i i

i i i i i i i i i i

I 1 I I I I ! I I I

10 12 U 16 18 20

FIGURE 6. Calculated Darcy velocity

The contaminant is quickly transported upward by the fracture, but there is
also a slow spreading in the subdomains due to sub domain-fracture interaction.
Remember also that the concentration is always vanishing at the top because of
the presence of the aquifer which carries away instantly the contaminant.
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25 000 years 50 000 years

l i

2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 1B 20 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 1S IS 20

75 000 years 100 000 years

2 4 S 6 10 12 14 16 18 20 10 12 14 16 18 20

150 000 years 250 000 years

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 2 4 6 B 10 12 14 16 18 20

500 000 years 1 000 000 years

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 IB 20 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 16 20

FIGURE 7. Calculated concentration in the subdomains and in the fracture
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8. Conclusion

A model for flow interaction between a fracture and the rest of the porous
medium has been presented. In this model the fracture is an interface dividing
the domain of calculation into subdomains. Existence and uniqueness of the solu-
tion has been shown and the model has been reformulated as an interface problem.
Extensions to the case of intersecting fractures and to solute transport have been
presented. Simple numerical experiments illustrated actual flow and transport in-
teractions between the fracture and the rest of the porous medium.
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